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Introduction – A determined level of unreliability  
 
The choice for our title for this report was deliberate. Here we are 
looking back at  exclusively [visible] language from a perspective 
of our longer term value sets only.  
 
The best view to adopt in reading this is to frame the information 
not as 'what will  happen next?', but rather, “what will happen 
next in our future that will be visible as  recent history from 
2020”.  
 
This report only uses longer term data for the source of its 
interpretations. This longer  term data is the total collected to date 
for the Shape of Things To Come report, with  some of the longer 
term sets from the older ALTA report series. That this report has 
no  immediacy data types, nor shorter term values means that the 
detail layer is very 'thin'.  
 
This necessarily produces an inbuilt level of unreliability due to a 
number of causes, not  the least of which is the ability of humans, 
once alerted to rising flood waters, to get out  of the way and thus 
not be drowned like silly buggers as was forecast. The ability to  
shape our common consensus future is within our collective mind 
and will, so now is a  good moment to exercise both.  
 
At the time of this writing, we (terrestrial humanity) is less than 
3/three months away  from a nexus point of maximum confusion. 
This point has been clearly shown to us over  the last decade of 
this work. Early on, we interpreted the data points with one set of 
bias,  however that changed over time as events manifest and 
forecast trends matured into  reality. That we still have ambiguity 
about this single period in early 2012 contributes to  both despair 
and optimism. As you will note from the duality that expresses 
itself in this  document, the future is not yet fixed.  
 
We also know with certainty that merely working to glimpse the 
future actively alters  both the common perception as well as the 
emerging reality. This 'seeing it, alters it'  effect may well be at 
the crux of the flux (as we call it here at hph).  
 
The flux, or 'discontinuity', is that period from March 2 through 
March 10 of 2012. This,  according to our data modeling, is when 
the potential shifts through probability to  become manifest and 
thereafter everything is different.  
 
Our problem is that we cannot tell which larger future potential 
will manifest. Will it be  the Giant Mega War to Kill Off Most of 
Humanity, that the [entrenched powers] are  trying to engineer? 
Or will it be [planetary revolution (more or less peaceful) that 
leads  to a not unpleasant planetary social chaos as we all learn to 
live with each other and our  newly liberated free-energy based 
toys]. Personally, the choice does not seem hard to  me. Down 
with the entrenched powers, i'll take freedom, pie, and point me 
at the hidey  hole with the reverse engineered alien space ship in 
it....we'll get an international  consortium of geeks on the task, 
and will be turning the info out 'open source' style  within months 
of the planetary liberation.  

 
But it will not, apparently, be that easy.  
 
The flow of the data sets these past years has painted a much 
more confusing picture  than can easily be presented by the 
seemingly clear choices indicated at the archetype  level.  
 
There was a temptation to present this longer term information as 
2/two separated views  of the future, but after a long 
consideration and many reviews of modelspace and its  accretion 
patterns, it would seem that the blended approach is probably 
what universe  wants.  
 
Meta Data -2012 and The Planetary Discontinuity  
 
Following all of the longer term data sets from 1997 to the 
present day we have seen a  developing, and forecast, trend of 
[exposed duality] or a [split] between the  [rulers/elites 
/officialdom/minions] and the [growing numbers of awake 
humans within  the populations of earth]. As the trend manifest in 
reality, it became clear that the data  was correct in 'assigning' 
this trend to the larger archetype of [contention]. Further as the  
meta data layers developed, they also forecast that [contention] 
was to have dominated  in 2011.  
 
The flow of the data into modelspace as it has been progressed 
forward these past few  years has [contention] ending in what is 
described as a [3/three way struggle] in very  early 2012. In a 
coincidence with the Mayan concept of decreasing size steps in a 
fractal  time model, each more packed with change than all the 
previous periods, we can note  that the meta data flow from 1997 
to the present follows a self-compressing spiral in the  formation 
and periods of dominance of various meta data layers. While the 
[contention]  layer will have had dominance over this last year 
(2011), within the early days of 2012,  the replacement layer of 
[secrets revealed] takes over. True, [contention] is still around  
through to late July of 2012, but its level of dominance of 
modelspace wanes rapidly.  
 
As modelspace is progressed into 2012, the [secrets revealed] 
meta data layer jumps up  to dominance in the first 3/three 
months of the year to reach its initial peak of activity on  March 
2, 2012, though the meta data layer persists through 2013. During 
this period of  [secrets revealed], we note that [energy 
(unleashing/unconstrained)] is forming rapidly  in many different 
entities and it moves into position as the dominating meta data  
archetype by March 9, 2012.  
 
From March 2 through 9 inclusive represents the peak of the 
building tension language.  The movement of modelspace after 
this point no longer provides dominant building  tension. We are 
able to progress modelspace out to beyond 2014 (with some 
difficulty)  and there is no sign to that point of the return of 
building tension language.  
 
IF, and it is one of the huge big IF's, but IF we were able to 
associate building tension  language with the [entrenched 
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powers], and there is some small justification for thinking  that 
we may so do, then it would seem reasonable to say that the 
[entrenched powers]  have their point of destruction within the 
plateau period of March 2 through 9. Note that  without regard to 
whether the [entrenched elite] are able to start their global  
thermonuclear war and exterminate most of humanity, the 
[entrenched elite] are no  longer dominating powers after March 
10, 2012, though as with all entrenched despots it  make take us a 
while to actually remove them all from the planetary social body.  
 
However, this is explicitly NOT saying that all be birds singing, 
crops growing, and light  and love following that day. In fact the 
data suggests years of much struggle and  hardship and huge 
levels of suffering, BUT at least we will be returning humanity to 
its  'natural' or 'organic' state , that of continuous release language 
as we all interact together  freely without an over arching 'guiding 
force' being foisted on us by self described  'elites', who 
collectively and individually have clearly demonstrated 
themselves to be not  human, and to have shit for brains.  
 
Potential, Probability, and Outcome  
 
In forecasting events at any level from long term trends analysis 
to the extreme short  term forecasting such as gambling, there are 
three distinct states involved. These are  potential, probability, 
and outcome.  
 
As with all other aspects of forecasting, if you alter the 
environment to affect one of the  three, you can instantly 
constrain the others. As an example, if one stands before an  
empty pool table with a pool ball held in your hand there is, at the 
time of the holding in  the hand, neither potential, nor probability 
that the pool ball will end up in any of the  holes on the table. But 
the moment, actually fractional part of a moment that your will  
changes your mind and there is active intent, then instantly 
potential manifests, as does  probability. At the point that you 
have intent, you have created potential, probability, and  
outcome, even though the latter two are still dithering about in a 
state of in-deterministic  dancing until the potential becomes 
manifest probability by your release of the pool ball  from your 
hand. Note that there are all kinds of probability that exist at that 
point, and  indeed for the deep thinker probability, and even 
outcome are predetermined, but  without going that far down, we 
need to remember that it is even within probability,  once the ball 
is released, that it would not even reach the table, let alone fall 
into any  particular hole.  
 
Of course, things can be done to alter potential, and thus 
probability, towards reducing  certain outcomes. Sometimes this 
is called cheating, such as in pool when the table itself  may be 
tilted a certain way in a slight degree to favor one side or end 
over the other. In  this way, the potential for the ball to 'naturally' 
roll into the affected areas is controlled,  and so, practically, is the 
probability, and thus even the outcome is constrained. This, by  
the way, is exactly how the small number of nasty bastard reds 
and blues control the rest  of humanity, by tilting the environment 
over time. By cheating.  
 
So this is the point at which we find ourselves, stuck between our 
as yet not manifest  will and the doom included in the spread of 
outcomes. We know that several of  potentials at this time include 
warfare in many forms all leading to the probable outcome  of 
mega deaths on a scale never before achieved (since we humans 
get better at sheeit  over time, war included). It is, as of this 
writing in the last days of December 2011, still  within both 

potential, and probability. How much of a probability would 
bring it down to  numbers which is speculation that needlessly 
invokes monkey mind.  
 
To my thinking, a far better way to perceive this moment, is that 
the entrenched powers,  thinking themselves elites, are working 
to tilt the table to cheat most of humanity of their  lives. The 
entrenched elite are desperately working to create environmental 
conditions  that will spark the next, and last (for our species) 
global war.  
 
Our data shows a distinct transition point from March 2 through 9 
inclusive. Thereafter  we shift into release language. 
Permanently, or as close to that state as may be forecast  from 
this point in time. It makes sense to consider, from the 
perspective of this moment  in the waning days of December 
2011, just which things in our environment we can  change at this 
moment, to help tilt the table back away from their death spiral 
for our  species.  
 
The real reason to bring up the whole 'time stream' concept of 
potential, probability, and  outcome, is that most will overlook 
the idea that, even within the example cited, we are  not 
constrained, here in the matterium, in how we alter outcome. The 
bad guys 'cheat' by  trickery, and illusion, and hidden table 
rigging.  
 
We, the regular humans seeking our paths in life, can do so, that 
is 'cheat against war' by  creating novel forms of potential. We 
can start ahead of the chain in that sense by  circulating new ways 
of thinking that in turn will create new potential that in turn 
creates  new probability ahead of the war to kill almost all 
humans that the entrenched powers  are so desperately trying to 
drive into our immediate future. In ways we could not  ourselves 
envision, though we can certainly see the 'potential' in so doing, 
each time we  create a new potential, multiple new probabilities 
are also created. These then lead to yet  new outcomes....some of 
which will not involve the last humans alive stumbling out  their 
final minutes in confusion on the corpses of their families.  
 
Reducing the great taoist master Lu to 'now speak'.....”if you add 
value to universe,  universe will reward it by creating more 
potential in your life to add yet more value. In  this way, 
terrestrial beings may manifest personal power”.  
 
In the study of power, there are none so astute nor succinct as 
martial artists who have  frequently observed, “be in harmony 
with universe, and though you may be killed, you  cannot be 
defeated, and that is real power.”  
 
To those who 'read signs and portents', the time is now. There is 
no more time after  March to alter your future as it will be upon 
you. If you are going to do anything, now is  all you have.  
 
Your destiny arrives in March. Are you ready?  
 
Complexity Shock: Cresting with the Wave  
 
The shift into release language in March is unlike our previously 
discerned 'tipping  point' of 9/11/2001. In that instance the data 
forecast a planetary change that would alter  life thereafter, but 
there were no signs of any discontinuity. In the forecast of the  
9/11/2001 incident there were accretion patterns that put us 
(planetary humanity) back  into building tension language a mere 
3 days after the [entrenched elite] had staged their  attack on the 
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[populace] of earth. In the case of the March 2012 shift into 
release  language, there is not a 'return' to building tension 
language. From the accretion patterns,  it does not look as though 
'business as usual' persists past March 10th .  
 
Within the Matterium, all is directed toward the production of 
ever increasing  complexity. This conclusion can be logically 
derived from the understanding of the  nature of the pulse/pause 
that is the core of the continual creation model. It started as  one 
pulse racing across a self defined self enclosing 'space' to bounce 
off its self created  walls and return to collide with itself 
repetitiously and endlessly creating ever more  complex patterns 
of collisions. Each pause wipes it all out that it may be recreated 
again  so fast that you miss that part of reality entirely, only with 
each recreation at the rate of  22 trillion times a second, the level 
of complexity compounds itself yet again. This is the  nature of 
matterium, and thus provides, as Bucky would have it, 'the 
general case  extractum' from which we form the 'knowledge' that 
'universe (and all who sail in her) is  striving for greater and 
greater complexity'. Here on earth (as Terrance McKenna sus'd  
out, 'humans are the pinnacle of the complexification organism 
that is universe'.  
 
We, those voyagers in the matterium, reach a point where the 
universe propelled  complexification becomes 'observable'. Note 
this word. Likely we will also have  [visibility] of this within the 
msm (lying mainstream fucktards pretending to be  journalists – 
Matt Taibbi and his ilk excepted with respect), but the aware 
observer will  be swimming in the shockwave of the ever new 
now long before the msm can muster the  coherent thoughts 
necessary to describe the contexts of the emerging reality around  
them.  
 
It is our understanding that the 'complexification wave' will be 
observable in March of  2012 as we top the building tension 
language. Now, noting how universe manifests, it  continually 
produces surprise. In fact, the expression of the complex of 
emotions that is  'surprise' is likely a very good indicator that the 
human has just encountered 'new  complexity'. Having observed 
the 'surprise factor' component to how universe choses to  
manifest, it is unlikely that we can, in any meaningful way, 
imagine the experience of  cresting with the complexification 
wave.  
 
As surfers or sailors we may think we have a 'body clue' to what 
is coming , but that is  likely ego led presumption as this is 
neither wind nor water which are bound, but rather  it is the 
underlying complexification of universe that starts a never ending 
crest. Once  we are in the froth of it, we will all 'know', and all 
prior to that is observation,  speculation or deduction. Or mis-
direction...yes, 'they' will still be trying their shit right  up to the 
crest.  
 
What is palpable is that we (terrestrial humanity) are close to this 
upcoming experience.  
 
You feel it now.  
 
You have felt it coming for some time.  
 
It, that feeling crawling up your shadow, is the shockwave of the 
future as  complexification collides with itself to produce the 
manifestation of the infinity wave.  
 

We are of the Raven Clan.  Overcoming.  A moment of pain,  A 
lifetime of pride.  Row Hard.  
 
Complexity Shock: Five versus Four, does Six appear?  
 
The longer term data sets indicate that 2012 will be [defined] by 
the [complexity shock].  
 
This [sense of shock] is so [vital/alive] that it will be [personally 
affective] of nearly all  humans/life on earth. In the descriptors of 
the [complexity shock], we have repeated sets  that provide some 
sets going to the broader response patterns of the humans who 
endure  the [complexity shock]. These patterns include the 
frequently forecast [drooling humans]  who are [struck dumb] by 
the [process (of) living through the complexification wave  crest]. 
Additional descriptors include other [responses], including 
[SOC's (self  organizing collectives], and what we are calling 
[shockwave riders]. These sets refer to  what must be considered 
as a [new (in the 21st century) human]. These [shockwave  
riders] present a [new psychology], and even a [new physiology] 
that will be part of the  forecast [new definition (of being 
human)]. In some cases the [shockwave rider ] will  [present] as 
an [idiot-savant], while in others the presentation will be 
[specifically  focused (within an otherwise 'normal' human)], and 
in yet others, something of a  [synergistic emergence] appeared.  
 
All of these (and others not discussed) responses to the 
[complexity shock] are those that  proved enduring enough to 
make it into the longer term value sets, though we note that  this 
did not indicate effectiveness.  
 
In the organization of reality, many orders of life (in the 
taxonometric sense) here on  terra are what can be called 'fourth 
order'1. A key characteristic of 'fourth order life' is  that there is 
little to no outward differentiation of individuals. Think 
insects...basically,  within their sub-order divisions, all insects of 
a type look alike. In contrast, third order  life is where there is no 
individuation amongst individuals (think amoebas). In fifth  order 
life, there is differentiation between individuals. Think humans 
where the  exception is any form of physically identical 
characteristics, and even then, as with  'identical twins', there is 
differentiation mentally.  
 
While we live on a planet where the first, second, third, and 
fourth order life is  dominated by the fifth order beings, 
ourselves, it must be noted that our bodies/minds/ki  may be fifth 
order, our [organizations] are distinctly [fourth order] in their 
operation.  The [mass process/mass consumption/mass 
production] systems that characterized the  past age of humans 
are distinctly 'fourth order' in principles and operations. It is a 
true  statement that most of the additional (beyond 
expected/normal) suffering at the  individual human level through 
this decade (2010-2020) resulted from the transition  contention 
between fourth and fifth order thinking. That [fourth order 
concepts] had to  fail as an operational modus for the human 
species was imposed by universe,  nonetheless, additional 
suffering was generated by those humans addicted to, or limited  
by, fourth order thinking who futilely attempted to restrain 
universe in its progression to  the [fifth state of being].  
 

 
1 Note that the Mayan long count calendar records the movement from the 'fourth 
sun' to the 'fifth sun', coincidentally.  
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It is worth noting that the progression of life is through 
bifurcation of near parallel paths  
 
(i.e. complexification), and as such the fifth order life (humans) 
and their fifth order  thinking was evolving while the fourth order 
was dominant and reaching toward its  zenith which then 
instantly propels toward the nadir. As 2008 represented the zenith 
of  the fourth order thinking, it was anticipated, and even 
forecast, that 2012 would include  the first appearance of 
[successful fifth order thinking beings/work/organizations/???].  
As a final note on the 'orders' of life, and bearing in mind the 
universe penchant for what  we call 'sheltered development'2, it is 
reasonable to expect the appearance ( likely  unnoticed) of sixth 
order life in the midst of our emerging fifth order reality. But... 
will  we recognize it?  
 
Markets  
 
The longer term data sets have very little for the [markets] as we 
currently understand  the idea of [global risk and speculation debt 
based 'capital' markets].  
 
The cessation of the building tension language in March 2012 
was/is correlated with the  degradation of the [global currency 
systems] as well as providing the [three 'spikes'] that  [puncture] 
the [balloon of planetary derivatives] in a [massive catastrophe 
(financially)]  in or around the June solstice of that year, 2012. 
The [2012 derivatives destruction]  produced nearly [destroying 
deflation] on a level and scope that had never before been  seen 
on earth (we think).  
 
The [deflation explosion of 2012] rocked the world. In a sense, 
given that the actual  initiation of the process began in March, the 
[derivatives destroying (damaged  documents) debacle] of [late 
spring/ early summer 2012] should have surprised no one,  yet, 
given all the ruckus globally, apparently many humans were 
caught unaware.  
 
That the planet [shed] over [90/ninety percent] of the [notional 
'wealth'] in such a short  period was perhaps the hardest part for 
the [populace] to accept. Thus the [street  demonstrations] planet 
wide in 2012. Of course, losing the first 90 percent made it only  
slightly easier to lose 90 percent of the remaining 10 percent over 
the next few months.  
 
Yet at the same time, real 'wealth' in the form of calories of 
stored food, energy, the  knowledge/skills to grow more, produce 
more, sky rocketed in value.  
 
This was the greatest wealth transfer in history. The quadrillions 
of paper debt dissolved  into constituent fibers releasing the 
bonds that have held down humanity these last  thousand years 
and a newly reborn species emerged from the cotton cocoon of 
paper  currency debt.  
 
Oh, as a side effect, the metals (gold, silver, nickel, copper et al) 
as a representative for  calories in a trade ready fashion, also saw 
their nominal 'values' skyrocket in all  currencies (while the 
currencies themselves had meaning).  
 

 
2 Sheltered development is a phrase from the study of life systems. It refers to 
the observable strategy presented by life in universe in matterium to develop 
replacement life inside the 'sheltered containment' until it is ready (willing or not) 
to express itself as a stand alone life in universe.  
 

Markets, as places of speculation and greed and exploitation, 
faded as the decade  progressed into a resource constrained 
economy globally and 'smart' became  synonymous with 
successful in a world free of laws and lawyers. In the developing  
resource constrained world of the 2011 to 2020 decade, the 
successful models did not  have internal parasites such as central 
banking and masonic courts and 'managers' as a  class. In the new 
world it was [produce or die], and as central banksters produced  
nothing from nothing with nothing at risk and yet demanded 
something from everyone  for their no risk no work efforts at 
producing nothing, they died. As did 'markets' as  places of 
speculation and exploitation.  
 
Universe became too serious for such non productive endeavors, 
rather suddenly, and  especially in our local part of the solar 
system.  
 
Terra  
 
The expando planet brings mega floods across the tropics as the 
planet flattens out even  more over the next decades. The peak 
would seem to be reached between 2017 and  2022. But the 
tropics are not the only region to experience [flood crises], as 
these were  one of the [defining characteristics] of the ['tween 
years'] of 2010 through 2020.  
 
Floods were very consistently present problems as earth expands 
and the ocean beds  rise, pushing water up into many river and 
delta areas. As the years progress toward the  late 2020's the 
ocean waters have eroded many coast lines. In a strange 
juxtaposition,  many of the new coast lines become deserts due to 
alterations in both ocean and jet  stream current patterns. Much of 
the progression of the flooding into coastal France also  pushes 
desert like conditions into Germany. To some extent the river 
valleys leading into  Germany trap the new climate as the coast 
line edges its way into France, Belgium,  Holland, and Northern 
Germany. Something of a 'seasonal' rain shadow effect will be  
created in central and eastern Europe by the various mountain 
ranges. The climate is  described as developing in a pattern of 
overlapping, and even, competing circles of  influence.  
 
From 30 north is the latitude of drought. The [upper latitude 
droughts] are described as  [shifts] into [dry season patterns]. 
These [patterns] of [new dry season] will be [directly]  
attributable to [solar behavior]. The [new forms of solar 
behavior] has been profiled for  a number of years in our ALTA 
and Shape reports as [unknown energies (from space)].  The data 
within the SpaceGoatFarts entity (where we house the [unknown] 
data) is now  showing that [visibility] will bring a [resolution] at 
least within our common consensus  view of the solar system in 
2012. The data from a number of entities are suggesting that  
[space] based changes within the [solar system] will 
[propagate/induce changes] here on  Terra. This will include 
bands of wet weather circling the planet as a series of storms  
chase each other through the new jet streams. For a period of 
some years it will appear  that the patterns are working toward a 
sinusoidal wave bound around the equator. This  will produce not 
only predictably larger storms, but also many more instances of  
stationary storms where a single spot will become 'home' to a 
fierce storm, at least for a  few [days] to [weeks] of [stationary 
storming activity].  
 
The recently peaking (in 2020) of the [ocean level rises], will at 
least temporarily will  allow the establishment of more permanent 
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ocean ports, though with the climate still in a  state of flux, the 
ability to maintain sea-routes remains in question.  
 
The general state of [earth movements] due to the [expansion of 
the planet from the core  outward] is regarded to have been the 
[proximate cause] for [dozens (of shipwrecks)] as  [GPS 
satellites] failed to [keep up with] the [expanding planet]. As a 
consequence of  how the GPS system was designed, and the 
[inability] of those in charge to recognize the  actual nature of the 
problem, the [shipwreck] phenomena continued longer than it 
need  have as [ground] and [sub ocean features] were 
[mysteriously moving (or so it was  perceived)].  
 
It was not until some of the major earth movements in 2013 that 
evidence for a larger  planet became undeniable even to the 
skeptics. Prior to that acceptance of the growing  planet, such 
things as [faster than ever winds], [strange oceanic current 
changes],  ['wandering' sea mounts] were a [curse] to [navigation] 
in 2012. The data suggests that  such [GPS wonkiness] will be 
responsible for at least [2/two air plane crashes] in 2012.  
 
Electric Whips  
 
The huge level of [solar discharges] over 2012 through 2019, 
included several instances  of what became called [electric 
whips]. These [solar ejections] were devastating to the  [electrical 
warfare infrastructure], as well as civilization in general, but far 
more so to  the [officialdom], than to the general populace ( or so 
we hope from this perspective).  There are several data sets with 
descriptors seeming to indicate that either the [moon] or  [earth] 
is [scarred] by [sun stuff (plasma)]. This appears to have an 
impact in late 2012,  and again in 2013.  
 
As the vernal equinox (spring, 2012) marks the acceleration of 
[terra changes] with  several very very large earthquakes 
subsequent to large solar outbursts, the [autumnal  equinox 2012] 
marks the serious phase of [terrestrial movements] that caused so 
much  of the actual infrastructure damage.  
 
New rift valleys appeared in many parts of the above water world 
as well as extensively  across the sub sea floor. These rift valleys 
intruded into several continents as the  equatorial bulge of the 
planet advanced towards the poles.  
 
Longer term data sets continue to show that the [southwest] of 
the USA will [suffer] an  [historic flood] that in turn [creates] an 
[inland sea] with [devastating effects] for  [transportation] for 
[years]. There are also many linguistic structures that go to the 
idea  of [aquifer impacts] that induce [diaspora].  
 
Other impacts on the [oceanic currents] are also cited as [causing] 
the [loss (of major)  coastal cities] globally.  
 
End of Cycle Ocean Level Change  
 
The longer term data sets have contained descriptors for [ocean 
level change] that have  had continued growth in their supporting 
sets since early runs in 1999. These sets have  large numbers of 
descriptors in the accumulated shorter term data sets, and detail 
layers  that, over the years, have gone to describe many of the 
[problems] that will afflict  humanity as the [ocean level 
changes]. The problem is, we have no idea if the oceans  will rise 
or fall, as the language is ambiguous on this point, and, from the 
vantage of  early 2012, can be equally applied to water levels 
going up, or down.  

 
The issue is that a [port] would be [disabled] if either flooded or 
deprived of water. After  all, if you can't get your ships there, 
your port ain't worth much. Same can be said if the  ships can sail 
right over the flooded out dock facilities...you will still have 
[ports  failing]. Further, we have a large number of descriptor 
sets, within the longer term data  that have impact levels reaching 
out into 2040 and beyond, that speak to the [need (to  construct) 
new ports], as well as [new populations] emerging in [coastal 
regions] that  will be assuming much of the work of the [former 
heavy boat marine industry]. As a  small boat sailor this makes 
sense as the most cost effective way to off load cargo in the  
absence of fixed port facilities is through small boats. Of course, 
this does not work so  well when dealing with big steel shipping 
containers....  
 
Part of the problem in the interpretation of this section of the 
Terra entity data is that the  ambiguity of language and the nature 
of the issue can be 'read' either way. What is  certain however, is 
that the 2020 future history will be discussing our upcoming 
[ocean  level changes] as the [end of a 36,000 year cycle].  
 
In the late 1940's through the 1970's, the 'problem' in the minds 
of many scientists was  one of the [oscillation] of weather 
patterns, and whether the weather would 'settle' into  cold or 
warming. This was of particular interest as regards the oceans. If 
it was to be  warming, then a series of hot, then cold years was 
forecast that would end in one really  warm winter in which vast 
quantities of [ice] would melt globally initiating a [critical  mass] 
of [thermal transfer] that in turn would raise planetary water 
levels both directly  into the oceans by [glacial masses] sliding 
off into the water, but also through [torrential  rains] that would 
rush to the oceans, taking much of the surface of the some areas 
with  them. Now, the alternative is that the shift would go 
towards the [cold] in which one  really warm winter would have 
vast quantities of [ice] melt which would raise humidity  levels 
globally such that in a strange [reversal] of normal [patterns], a [ 
storm] would  start in [late spring (northern hemisphere)] that 
would not stop until several years later  after moving around the 
planet several times dumping vast [torrents of water] over  lands. 
This storm would be so large as to create a [cold front] ahead of it 
that would be  [self perpetuating] to the extent that much of the 
[outpouring] would turn to [ice] on  reaching the ground 
regardless of the time of year. Note how much of the language is  
able to be interpreted either way.  
 
The unambiguous part of the longer term data has to do with the 
[economic] and [social]  damages caused by both the [terra 
changes (in land forms/ocean levels)] and the  [diaspora]. The 
data shows that over the decade over [2/two billion coastal 
people] will  be [moved] by [adverse (sudden, unexpected, 
unavoidable) weather conditions]  accompanying the [end of 
cycle ocean level changes].  
 
The unambiguous descriptions within these data sets include 
[9/nine (major) port cities]  in the USA alone that will be 
[lost/abandoned/shifted] due to [water levels change]. This  scene 
is repeated globally as humanity has to [rethink] its [investment 
in coastal  infrastructure] as the [coastlines] themselves will be 
changing. The data sets include  totally new [city states] that will 
emerge due to the [local populace] being able to [adapt]  to [new 
ocean levels/conditions]. There are also large numbers of sets 
going to the idea  of [new trade routes] due to new [ocean 
currents/conditions] as well as [changes in  planetary wind 
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patterns]. Further these [new trade routes] are also described as 
including  [areas abandoned due to radioactive hazards].  
 
Noting that thinkers in the 1950s on the subject suggested that it 
would not be able to be  determined which way the planet would 
go until it arrived there (either new glaciation  on land masses in 
summer, or winter time ice melt in arctic), they were nonetheless  
prescient enough to predict the oscillation component to the 
climate patterns of this  decade.  
 
Terra Incognito  
 
Now, the caution of the [unreliability] factor accepted, and noted, 
the data sets have  clear indications that the [earth] and several 
other planets including [venus] and  [mercury] will [alter their 
relationships (with) the sun]. This is NOT described as a  crustal 
shift, nor even a magnetic pole shift (though this latter does occur 
in early 2013),  rather this descriptor set provides a view of a 
[new solar system environment] that will  include a [tighter 
relationship] between the [planets and the sun]. In many more 
ways  than humans are able to perceive during this period of the 
[planetary changes], the  [alterations (in solar relationships)] will 
have profound impacts for the species on Terra  (not only 
humans). While some components of the [new solar territories 
(orbits)] will  provide the expected changes in life patterns here 
on earth, the data suggests that very  long term impacts, as in 
thousands of generations, are also on going at this time. The  data 
suggests that the [new relationship] with the [sun/solar system] 
will alter  [humanity] at a level [deeper (than) DNA]. The data 
also indicates that this new [solar  neighborhood] will cause [new 
life] to be [developing], and not only on earth.  
 
The issues with [habitat changes], [ocean level changes] {ed 
note: most probably a  steady rise in ocean levels with a small 
chance of a rather swift fall (if ocean floors  spread again)}, and 
[radiation levels] will have combined by 2020 to create a [new 
terra  incognito] as much of what humanity thought it knew about 
earth will have been altered  beyond recognition.  
 
Terra Trembles  
 
The [earthquakes] in the [western american coast (PNW?)] and 
the [southern rip (gulf of  california] regions produced the first 
[continental electrical isolation events] that were  coincident with 
the [fire storms (also on the west coastal prairie environments] of 
the  late Summer 2012. These [fires] also show as extending into 
near [winter] in 2012. Both  caused the [electrical grid 
rethink/redesign] as a result of the problems encountered in  
producing and distributing during regional disasters.  
 
The [volcano population explosion] planet wide is showing as 
reaching [global  awareness] in 2012 as THE primary [disaster 
producers] for 2012 through 2016 (other  than solar expulsions, 
new planetary solar environment, species migrations, and a few  
other bits of tussle).  
 
The [volcano problem] will include [sinkholes], and [lahars (mud 
flows)], and [ruptures]  as well as the more mundane (pun 
intended) lava and eruptions. Further problems will  be associated 
with [underseas volcanoes] and the ['end of cycle' ocean water 
level  change].  
 
GlobalPop  
 

While the global revolt against the entrenched power structure 
took its [head  (vision/lead)] early in 2012, the [visible} fall of 
the [bankster empire] in early 2013 was  merely the beginning of 
the [decade of change].  
 
Rebuilding the [black hole of (lower london)]. After a decade of 
[turmoil] and  [destruction], the [black hole of london] is finally 
cleared out by 2025 and is being  [excavated] by the [committee 
of proof] one last time prior to returning top soil and 
bioremediation.  Some of the influences that create the [mire] 
include [late season flooding]  in [low lands] that in turn force 
large scale, and [permanent relocation]. Whole [villages]  and 
[planned communities] are [shifted]. Some others are [displaced 
(onto the  water/boat people?)] as [low land farm] and [reclaimed 
lands] are [flooded], both by  [water], and [industrial remnant 
debris].  
 
Depression sweeps across [anglo common wealth] as [china] and 
[allies] shift to [home  purchases] for [commodities]. Further 
there are indications that a major [alliance]  between [china], 
[russia], and [japan] will be [exporting (manufactured 'raw'  
commodities] by late in 2019. The largest [economic crashes] as 
a result of the [new  commodities (replication technologies)] 
occurred in [australia], [new zealand], and  [canada].  
 
The [transformation] of the [oceans (and atmosphere) currents] 
through 2014 were  directly causal of the [diaspora] that afflicted 
not only the [island peoples] (floods, and  new, climate changing, 
currents), especially those between 30 north and 30 south  
latitudes, but also [plains peoples] on both North America, and 
the Eurasian continent  (due to winds, floods, weather extremes). 
This [diaspora] is itself credited with greatly  increasing the 
complexification process as inter human communications, and 
personal  interactions were taken to new levels by the 
[discontinuity] of 2012.  
 
The longer term data sets indicate that [scientific understanding] 
that takes place over  2012 through 2015 will also [shift humans], 
though the language points toward a [mass  consensus shift], so 
not a physical kick in the pants, but rather a universe [smack in 
the  head].  
 
The sharp increase in [planetary disruptions] of 2012/2013/2014 
was directly causal  (though anticipated?) of the [governments] of 
the planet, especially the 'developed  world', going batshit.  
 
The whole of the [reverse immigration] or what will become 
known as the [backwash   (of illegal immigration)] globally may 
have begun in 2008, but with the developing  [greatest 
depression] in Europe (and the USA), the planetary [draw (of 
jobs/better life)]  disappeared and over the decade of the 
['betweens' (2011-2020 inclusive)], much of the  [globalistas' 
agenda (for busting 'cultural harmony')] unraveled. The 
[backwash] became  in mid decade such an [open movement] that 
the [development rates] of many of the  former [failed states 
economies] jumped appreciably when the [best and brightest]  
started [returning home]. That the successful [reverse 
immigration] produced [higher  quality of life] and [cultural 
harmony] in [former birth lands] drew so many of the  [recent 
immigrants] and their [families] that [ immigration routes] 
developed to support  the [reverse flow]. As an aside, many of the 
[immigration routes] also were of great  assistance during the 
[2012/2013 diaspora].  
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The forecast [relocation (diaspora)] of the [japanese populace] 
began in earnest in mid  2012 as the [populace] became aware of 
the [abandonment] of the [country] by the  [rich]. During the 
period of the [terra intrusions] as well as the [solar storms] the  
[radiation refugees] continued to stream out of the country. At 
first it was merely the  [rich], but then as the trends started to 
become generally accepted across Asia, millions  of Japanese 
sought ways for a life outside of Japan. This led to the [offers of 
self  slavery] that were as [prevalent as internet inheritance scams 
for several years].  
 
The radioactivity from the Japanese and American nuclear plants 
damaged by the earth  changes of 2011, 2012, and 2013, and 
beyond were/are a dominating factor for planning  over this last, 
and likely the next three decades as life in the Northern 
hemisphere  gradually gets adjusted, such as it is, to frequent 
radioactivity episodes. The 'hard rains'  and 'glow fish' problems 
continued until 2018, but were directly responsible for the  flurry 
of environment clean up inventions from 2016 onward. Perhaps 
the most  impressive to date was the engineering of the [disposal 
worms (green wigglers)] that  find surface radioactive particles 
and then consuming them, carry them deep into the soil  to be 
ejected as encapsulated waste. In those areas where the habitat 
did not support  [green wigglers], the [rolling spiders] provided 
much the same service by eating  radioactive substances from the 
surface soils, and bonding them to its exoskeleton. As  the winds 
blow the dead spiders around in ever growing balls of entangled 
exoskeletons,  the appellation of [rolling spiders] seems 
appropriate for these [desert collectors] of stray  radiation.  
 
The radioactive pollution of the atmosphere and the oceans 
placed huge strains on the  [food body] of the planet from 2011 
onward, with the increasing problems of [oceanic  death spirals 
(due to radioactive flooding in 2015)] reaching their (presumed) 
peak in  2019. The combined impact of [climate change] and 
[radioactive poisoning] is widely  credited with the [death waves] 
of this decade (2011-2020).  
 
Ingenuity Centers  
 
The [ingenuity centers] that developed [flourishing responses] to 
the [twin devils of  climate change and radioactive poisoning] 
were the first to develop into the model of the  modern [city-
state] that seems likely to dominate the 2020's and beyond. That 
universe  forced humanity into Arcosanti style development 
seems to have worked out, at least in  that much of the 
[preparatory design work] had been considered in great detail. 
The  [ingenuity centers] therefore, are naturally thought to evolve 
into the [new university  models] as well as [departure points] for 
[teaching missions] as well as [local repository  nexus] for 
[collective development efforts].  
 
The early years of development are not yet behind the emerging 
[city-state] consensus  model that appears to be spreading planet 
wide. It may be expected that this new model  will take centuries 
to mature against manifesting climate and solar changes.  
 
The impact of the multiple sources of radioactive poisons into the 
environment cannot  be overstated, and will yet not be 
completely known in 2020. Though the impacts were  felt on the 
food supply all through this past decade (2011- 2020 inclusive), 
the results of  consuming the [radioactive poisons] will still be 
manifesting over the next [two/2  decades].  
 

The [ingenuity centers], being sources for [clean food and water 
(free of radioactive  contaminants)] were/are natural drawing 
centers for [talented minds]. This has led to the  [university] 
movement among the [city-states] planet wide. While crucial to 
planetary  research and development, the [isolation approach] to 
[coping with climate/radioactive  pollutants] has its weaknesses.  
 
Water Tribes  
 
Alternatives to the [ingenuity centers] have taken many forms as 
those humans of a  more solitary nature have taken different 
approaches to the common problems. These  include the growing 
[water tribes pan global nation], as well as the [salvagers' clans],  
though it is admittedly difficult to differentiate these groups as 
their interests and  territories frequently overlap.  
 
The [water tribes nation] developed as the outgrowth of the 
[common interests] that are  facing [water/boat dwellers] across 
the planet. The internet and newer developments  have made the 
[ocean/coastal dwelling humans] into a very large SOC (self 
organizing  collective). As the [planetary flooding] of 2011- 2016 
proved to be [permanent] in so  many places, the [climate 
refugees] began the process of becoming what are now  
recognized as the [ten thousand tribes (of the Water Tribes 
Nation)].  
 
Both the [water tribe nation], and the [scavengers clans] are at the 
edge of creating  solutions to [climate change impacts] and 
[radioactive contaminants]. With the  poisoning of the oceans, 
and the emergence of the [radioactive species] within the  
[benthic ocean environment], the [water tribes nation] has 
become collectively host to  [tens of millions of 
experiments/experiences] with [personal body radioactive clean-
up].  
 
The [water tribes nation] also has developed innumerable ways to 
obtain [fresh foods] in  a [tainted environment]. The true 
cleanliness of the [food supply] for the [water tribes  nation] will 
not be actually known for generations as [mutations], [incipient 
dna  damage], [longer term cancers], and [sudden (encounter 
based) cancer cluster 'flowers']  will be a fact of life for the [water 
tribes nation] for decades.  
 
The [water tribes nation (*coastal dwelling, oceanic peoples)] as 
a context shares many  data sets with the [sources] of its [nuclear 
radioactivity contamination] sub sets. Primary  among them are 
the [fukushima], and [usa river suite (multiple plants on same 
river)],  and, most ominously, the [israeli mistake] sub set.  
 
Zionists' Gamble...  
 
The [israeli mistake] sub set, long foreseen, debated, missed, put 
off, is reborn in the  longer term data. It would appear that 2012 
is the year that the [zionistas] have decided  to [push] the 
[gamble] to the limit. The data shows that the [edge] of the 
[launch] their  [attack] on the [iranian people] is reached. This set 
shows that IF fulfilled in 2012, the  [zionist gamble] will be that 
they will have the [israeli's] attack [iran] without [usa  support] 
with the idea being that a [false flag attack (on the USA – naval 
fleet  (vincent?)?)] simultaneous with their [air strikes] on [iran] 
would [draw in the suckers   (usa)]3 especially as the [usa] had 
[military assets] stationed along strategic corridors to  support 

 
3 More accurately, to [provide usa officialdom with reason (enough) to convince 
usa populace to go along with new war. 
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just such an operation. However, it is a big gamble....what if they 
(the suckers?)  do NOT play the game?  
 
Entrenched elite 'disappeared'  
 
That the [zionist gamble], as a 'war' would have lasted mere days 
should not diminish its  impact on the planetary populace en 
mass. There are many historians who would have  credited this 
single [failed military attack] as the [trigger] for [planetary 
(effective)  revolution] against the [central 
banksters/warfare/tptb]. The absence of the [israeli  versus iran 
war (in 2012)] allowed other circumstances to force the 
[planetary  population] to [active rebellion], but without doubt, 
the [zionista failed gamble] was at  least directly proximate to the 
[death squads] and the [short, violent] dirty war that  [briefly] 
raged among the [former entrenched elite]. The [deaths] of over 
[20/twenty  thousand] high ranking members of the [secret 
societies] and [officialdom] at various  levels was brought to an 
[abrupt halt] with the [entry (of an apparent) 3rd party] in the  
[conflict] who rapidly [destroyed (the) structure] of the 
[controlling elite]. There were  many [signatures] of the [actions] 
against the [entrenched elite] that produced the  [conspiracy 
theory] that it was [civilization 1:1 (shadow planetary military)] 
that [ended]  the [inner bloodline conflict] by eliminating the 
issue....[the bloodline].  
 
That the [zionist gamble] did NOT [draw in] the [usa military] 
was seen by many of the  [dying minions] as the [shame of 
america]. The day of the [failed (planned) attack] on  [iran], the 
[zionistas] briefly tried to [guilt] the [american officialdom] into 
[action] by  [blackmail] of several different forms. What the 
[zionistas] had not considered was the  [deep fractures] that 
[separated] the [american military] from both its own 
[officialdom  (long known to be zion-tainted)], and the [israeli 
high command]. The [american  military] successfully thwarted 
the entry of the [usa] into the [failed zionist gamble].  This likely 
prevented all out nuclear war with both russia and china that 
would surely  have destroyed the planet.  
 
Sorcerers Palace  
 
The [austerity] and [anti-corruption] riots in Rome in 2012 were 
begun within weeks of  the sinking of the Concordia cruise ship 
by its playboy captain who (apparently as of  this writing) was 
'distracted', to say the least, by our forecast [blondes on boats]. 
The  linguistics of the Concordia, carrying the 'ship of state' label 
by virtue of having 13  primary decks named after EU countries, 
merged with the language surrounding the  [collapse of the euro] 
in 2012. While the slow [death process] of the [euro] amidst the  
[global currency degeneration/deflation] was accurately predicted 
by the Shape reports,  it had not been possible to separate the 
language blending of the 'shipwrecks' of the  Concordia, and the 
European Union monetary experiment, aka, the 'euro'.  
 
The longer term data sets have 2012 as THE year for the [italian 
hydro-cracy]. This new  form of [nationalism] will define itself 
by its [core belief/policy/precept] of [halting (at  the) water's 
edge/shore line/border].  
 
The [spread of the protests against corruption] will/did lead to 
[riots (over  food/austerity)] as forecast in early Shape reports. 
However it was not foreseen within  those reports that an actual, 
physical, [push against crumbling masonry] was the cause  for 
the [breech in vatican security]. The 2012 temporal 'peg' for the 
[collapse (of the  vatican wall)] within the [secrets revealed] meta 

data layer dominance period showed  that the [protests] leading to 
[riots] were part of a [season (of political disruptions)] that  
preceded [blood on the streets], and the [smell of gunpowder on 
the evening air]. It was  this latter, the [murder of protestors (by 
'private' police)] that led directly to the [fall of  the (assigned) 
government] and the [creation] of the [new city state model] with 
the  [italian regional independence movement].  
 
The [opening (of the) vault (of secrets)] of the [vatican/sorcerers] 
participates as a [focal  point] for part of the [secrets revealed] 
meta data layer. The meta data layer [secrets  revealed] has a 
large number of [leaky points] that include the [vatican/sorcerers 
palace]  and others of greater significance to the [immediate 
problems (as viewed from 2012)].  
 
Again there are data sets suggesting that the [civilization 1:1] will 
some how be  participating in the [secrets revealed] within the 
sub set of descriptors about the [vatican  (horrors) secrets] 
coming from the [time of the rome food (austerity) riots].  
 
Phrygian caps  
 
As a component of the [disorder (against) control] movement that 
swept through Europe  as a larger background to the [liberation 
(of the) vatican loot] during the [riots in rome],  a series of [new 
symbols] appear across the noosphere. These [new symbols] are  
frequently [reminiscent] of [previously denied, universal themes]. 
Many of these [new  symbols] will [evoke ancient themes]. Much 
of the [new symbols (phrygian caps et al)]  will be updates, but 
nonetheless, these [new symbols] become [viral components] of 
the  planetary social body and coincidentally appear just as the 
[msm propaganda whore  press spin machine] dwindles in 
effectiveness, and then rather suddenly, surprisingly so,  dies.  
 
USSCI  
 
These temporal markers [rome riots, phrygian caps] are also 
useful in defining the [last  days (of EU empire)] as the [EU 
ministries] begin to [crumble (on exposure) of  corruption] as the 
[funding flows cease]. The data sets suggest that the [revolution 
(of  the phrygian caps)] will be [anchored] by the meme of the 
[corruption (that cost lives)].  Again the data sets show a very 
much [patrician (eu ministries)] versus [rest of us  (plebian)] 
mind set developing within this confrontation that will [fracture] 
the [EU] into  basically [2/two zones]. This will be those 
[supporting/benefiting] from the [empire of  ministry], and the 
[rest of EU].  
 
As a natural expression of the mood of terrestrial humanity at the 
moment, a number of  [small states (city-state/regional 
confederation)] will arise from the [planetary  
riots/protests/uprising] of [Summer 2012 (northern hemisphere)]. 
In both the GlobalPop  and the Populace/USofA entities, there 
are sets describing [sit-ins (occupations)] that  will [morph] into 
[new forms (of) self organizing collectives] that will in their turn 
grow  into [new city-states]. The data has these [city-state] seeds 
planted during the [planetary  populace strike] of [Summer 2012 
(northern hemisphere)].  
 
In addition to the [hundreds of millions (on the 
streets/participating)], the [natural]  expression of the [populace] 
within Europe toward [smaller community] and [local rule]  that 
was [thwarted] by the [conspiracy (to create the EU empire from 
the original  European Market Community)] is finally set free in 
2012 as the [ministry (of control)]  structure [crumbles] under 
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[massive corruptions/scandals/hidden monetary/social debts].  
True it was a very scary time for the population of Europe, but as 
was noted at the time  of the [barricades battles], 'every freedom 
has a cost'.  
 
The data sets suggest that the [european freedom fighters] will 
take their name from  [battles] in [southern italy] that will be 
[fought] in absolutely [extraordinary weather  conditions]. In the 
end, [officialdom] will have its [largest defeat] handed to it by  
[irregular (civilian) populace] using [asymmetric tactics] that 
[reduce] the [battle] to the  [military stooges of tptb (at war) with 
themselves].  
 
The longer term data sets show that the [old EU empire] is the 
birth place of the new  [ussc (union of self-defining, self-
organizing collectives (independent))]. This  movement is 
indicated to grow over the next century toward a form of [organic  
planetary organization] not unlike what is seen in successful coral 
colonies. Unlike south  sea corals, humanity's reach into new 
forms of organization will be, just as birth, a  messy, noisy, and 
emotionally charged trauma with unforeseeable consequences.  
 
The data sets show that the 'birth trauma' for the [new ussc] 
begins in 2012 [summer,  northern hemisphere] where the area 
will have hundreds of thousands of  [minions/officialdom] versus 
[population] 'incidents' globally. At the core is the  economic 
systems failure of early 2012.  
 
Famine!  
 
The data sets clearly set out 2012 as the year in which [famine] at 
the [global level]  emerged. This set of descriptors shows that 
[hunger] worldwide became (by mid 2012),  a [primary political 
motivating force] on all [continents]. Further, the [political  
politeness] of [previous decades] had been caused to [fade] due to 
[famine]. It is against  a [rising global death rate (dramatically 
there for all to see who wished to see)] caused  by the [deadly 
twins (radiation pollution, and dwindling food resources)], that 
the [new  world order mob] decided to try to stage their [(second 
to the last) hurrah].  
 
As an unforeseen consequence of the [global famine (planetary 
resource depletion)], the  formerly 'pariah state' of [Cuba] became 
the [sustainability university to the world]. The  [credibility] of 
the [Cuban method/policy] becomes so [respected] as to have 
[Cuban  supervised food/urban agriculture universities] 
established in dozens of countries due to  [demand]. The [Cuban 
agricultural revolution] impact is still unfolding in 2020, with no  
sign of reductions in return from that particular design pattern 
(self-unfolding, self- modifying self-sustainable, locally 
cooperative agriculture and resource sharing).   The spread of the 
[Cuban model] across the [former USA] was slowed significantly 
by  the [political upheaval] and the various [revolutionary 
manifestations]. The longer term  data sets point to the [chaos] of 
the [discontinuity] as [grasping (the) attention] of the  [populace] 
that [was asleep] such that [delays (impacted)] the [flow] of the 
[change  states] through the [populace]. The [summer of 
discontent (street actions)] in the US also  had [infrastructure] 
impacts that further magnified the [famine impact] on the 
[planetary  populace] through the [disruptions] in the [global 
distribution] of [food] and [resources].  
 
Disappeared Countries  
 

Terra intrusions continue to [drive/propel] the [planetary 
diaspora] from 2012 through  2020 and beyond. The [flooding 
(due to monsoon patterns shifting)] as well as the  [stationary 
storms] phenomenon will have caused a number of [countries] to 
[fail] as  [social institutions] by 2020. These will include the 
expected [low lying island states],  but also (surprisingly) many 
[mountainous countries]. The plethora of problems  associated 
with both the expansion of the planet as well as the [orbit 
rearrangements]  will have produced the worst decade ever for 
[sinkholes], and [mudslides], and  [highland floods]. It is difficult 
to maintain a national cohesion when the planet is  continually 
(daily/weekly) destroying the recently rebuilt infrastructure. Such  
technologies as mobile communications work, but only as long as 
the stationary towers  remain both upright and stationary. Further, 
no technology exists that can quickly  replace infrastructure such 
as bridges. Especially repeatedly.  
 
New Tamojin(s)  
 
In may areas of the planet there will be new climate problems of 
such magnitude as to  cause local populations to relocate. Some 
of these relocation’s will necessarily need to  be permanent. 
These climate change induced population movements will create 
a more  or less permanent [new population class] of [climate 
refugee]. This population  demographic will vary continuously in 
membership, yet stay constant as a population  sub set of the 
planet. The longer term data sets show that several [charismatic  
personalities] will arise from the various [displaced persons] 
groups over these next few  years. Some of the [charismatic 
personalities] will exhibit [planet changing behavior].  This class 
we are labeling as the [new tamojins] after the leader of the 
ancient mongol  peoples, known to the west as Genghis Khan. 
This is more of a title, and means 'king of  the peoples'. These 
were a horse based herding society that was displaced by major  
climate shifts in a very short period, and they set about altering 
the interaction of much  of terrestrial humanity of their time (in 
the west it was called 'invasion'). The whites  were invaded by the 
brown men; saw the effectiveness of the idea, and used it to 
invade  the red man's home....going around. The longer term data 
do not suggest invasion, but  rather [new forms of social 
structure] that will be [demanded] by the [permanent  populace 
(of displaced persons)]. Also note that whole new forms of 
human habitation,  as well as [service providing (infrastructure)] 
will develop as a result of the climate  changes and the permanent 
population of weather refugees.  
 
Populace\USofA  
 
As the European [financial implosion/contention] began to 
[balloon out of control] very  early in 2012, the [american 
government (officialdom)] at all levels had a [serious brain  fart] 
and [over-reacted] to manifesting circumstances. That the [entire 
american social]  and [government infrastructure] had been 
[infiltrated] and [subsumed (taken over)] by  the [zionist 
globalistas] was likely the motivating factor at the highest levels 
of [miniondom]  here in the (former) USA.  
 
Federales' Fartensie  
 
There are indications that a [continental] level of [debate] will 
emerge late in this decade  (2019/2020) over whether it was the 
[government/officialdom over-reaction] that  actually 
[caused/initiated] the [break up/fracturing] of the [United States 
of America].  True, the [zionist infiltration] of the [government] 
and the [media] within the [social  infrastructure] was a [direct 
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(though mostly hidden) form] of [colonization/invasion],  and at 
some point had to reach the end of its cycle, but the language 
forecast from the  longer term sets about this issue seems to point 
to a conclusion that if the  [government/officialdom] had merely 
[chilled] during the [years of financial turmoil],  then [hatred] of 
the [federal symbols] would not have been [driven so deep] into 
the  [collective psyche]. It is the [emotions] that become 
[irredeemably fixed (to) symbols of  federalism] which will be 
viewed from the perspective of 2020 as [the definitive wedge]  
driving apart the [various factions] within the [social order]. 
Ironically, future history  will note that it was the [common 
collective view (of hatred for federales)] that [spurred  mass 
actions] as well as [individual/small initiatives] that resulted in 
the [redemption  movement (within the continental US)], as well 
as the [secession movement]. The  [financial collapse (of 
California as an institution)] that began the [separation efforts] of  
the various [states] was 'merely coincident' with the [federal 
reserve rape (of all private  (non debt bearing assets)] according 
to some views of history, but it will be noted in the  future that 
the [decision] to [appropriate (the) 'national savings pool'] was 
the [final  federal government act] prior to the [dissolution ] 
becoming [visible].  
 
Of course, the attendant [cutting (of) all entitlements] within the 
[social order] caused a  huge level of [social disruptions]. From 
the view of history, the [2012 discontinuity] was  more 
[devastating] to the [populace] of the [planet] in general than to 
those who were of  the [money hording class (banksters)]. As the 
[banksters' system imploded of its own  weight], the [slaves (to 
the banksters)] were [jettisoned] at an (to them) alarming rate.  
The single largest data element that stands out from the long term 
data sets about 2012 is  the [shock (at the) speed (of change)]. 
The longer term data sets, admittedly without the  details 
provided by the other data types, present the idea that 'seemingly' 
(or it will be  remembered as...) the whole of the [social programs 
(of the government) of the USA]  fell apart, or were [abandoned] 
in less than a [month]. The [impression] that is [left  upon] the 
minds of those who lived through it, is that the [process of 
dissolution (of  medicare, social security, state's welfare benefits, 
food stamps, et al) ] happens [almost  overnight].  
 
Of course the [populace/usofa] reacts [badly] to the [sudden 
obsolescence] of their  [former way of life]. The longer term data 
sets include some descriptor sets that go to the  various ways in 
which life-as-we-knew-it was impacted. These sets contain 
references to  [colleges] being [squatted en mass], as were [empty 
subdivisions]. In some cases,  squatters were [banding together] 
and [demolished inner zones (for common grazing  lands)]. The 
data sets also include [barge gardens], and [floating factories 
(biological  fermentation production of base chemicals and 
compounds)], and [building gardens].  This last has some 
descriptor sets of language that is similar to descriptions of the  
[hanging gardens] of mythic times. These data sets speak of 
[mining buildings] for  [steel] and [other base materials], but also 
of [new forms of construction], including a  movement that is 
described as [colonization]. This new form of [colonization] is a  
reference to [invading (the former world structure)] and 
[hollowing it out from within].  These [metamorphoses] of the 
[former corporate landscape] are described as [natural  (and 
thinking) adaptations] to the [sudden coagulation (of the financial 
system)].  
 
Falling Apart....  
 

The [zionist gamble] that led to the [israeli mistake] also directly 
led to the [first  (effective and public) military revolt] in US 
history since World War 1. Not only were  there [anti-war former 
military personnel] on the [streets] in [protest] of the [zionist  
gamble], but also, concurrently, a [rebellion] or [contention 
between opposing factions]  period took place within the 
[military of the usofa]. This led to the [intractability] that  
produced [no participation] within the [zionista (rothshields) 
gamble] by the [usa  military]. However, there were other issues 
that participated as well.  
 
California will be [let go] or [abandoned? (perhaps it succeeds in 
seceding?)] by the   [federal government]. Among all the states, 
California was first due to the [removal of  (all) funds (into a) 
state's bank], and the [resultant 'dispute'] with the [federale's 
(federal  reserve bank which is not part of federal gov't, has no 
reserves, and is not a bank)],  however, the rest of the 
[dissolution] happens so fast that it is only later, as [history] is  
being [compiled] that an [accurate time-line] of events can be 
reconstructed. Primarily  the [separation] is [discovered] by the 
[local populace] rather than having it [announced]  by any form 
of [authority]. In many states the [governor/officialdom] owed its 
existence  to [federal impositions] in one form or another, and 
these states found themselves with  [fleeing 'leaders' ] as the 
[federal system] reached the [discontinuity] and [melted down].  
In many [jurisdictions] the [judicial system] collapsed next as its 
[federal support/martial  impositions] also faded away. There 
were those small areas where [masonic judges], and  other 
[power tripping humans usually of lower intelligence] attempted 
to set up  [fiefdoms], however the excellent [marksmanship 
skills] taught by the [former US army  infantry] and the huge 
abundance of trained, displaced marksmen, soon put most of  
these areas into [free state] status.  
 
...to come together  
 
Though there were people who labeled the [social disruptions] 
and [break down] of  [federalism] in the USA as [civil war], the 
data suggests that the [denouement] of the  [masonic experiment 
(Federal USAism)] was actually ended by the [crash (of the  
banksters)] more than by any other events that subsequently 
followed the [planetary  banking implosion] of early 2012.  
 
Again it needs to be noted that [building resentment] was 
[manipulated] for [decades  over the last century] by 
[officialdom] in all its twisted forms as a [divide to rule]  
strategy. However, with the [crash] of the [financial structure] an  
unexpected/unanticipated (by officialdom) consequence rose to 
the fore: the [flow] of  [baksheesh/bribes/corruption] was the 
among the first [victims] as [government]  attempted to [preserve 
itself (at all costs)]. This sudden lack of the flow of [corruption]  
did more to [expose] the [guilty] than any other single component 
of the financial  system implosion.  
 
Then the second, though slightly anticipated, result was the 
[failure] to [pay civil  servants], including [military personnel]. 
As forecast and was expected, without the  strong arm of a loyal 
(and paid) military, the system dissolved down to only those who  
had actually participated [directly] in the [corruption stream]. 
Thus self isolated, the  problems were resolved reasonably easily 
in the beginning of what later became known  as the 
[restructuring] that lead to the [second confederation convention] 
late in 2018. By  that time the [continental consensus] of 
[cooperation] not [competition] as an effective  model had 
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become well rooted in spite of the continuing perpetual chaos of 
[constant  reorganization].  
 
The [Planetary Discontinuity] of March 2012 brings with it not 
only perpetual release  language, but also [years of/for 
struggle/suffering] here in the USA, as the [discontinuity  effect] 
breaks down the [toughened (and) corrupt federal bindings]. Of 
course, the  [spring planetary banking crisis of 2012] did aid the 
[dissolution] of the [corrupt  federalist system].  
 
That the [planetary fractional reserve bankster system] imploded 
in 2012 is not  forgotten, but is frequently over looked as a 
triggering event. When the [banksters  corruption] reached the 
heights of [self consumption] the [bernake (and) the other  
minions] within the [control structure] of the [federal reserve 
system] tried yet one more  'experiment'. Of course, this last also 
failed, but due to the factual need for [scaling (of)  economies 
(i.e. every bubble has to be bigger than the last)], the 
[devaluation] of the  [dollar] triggered such a [wave of 
abandonment] as to [magnify] the [production (of new  dollars)] 
to scales described as [unimaginable]. The [magnification] came 
as a result of  the conjunction of [global bond crisis], [monetizing 
(US govt debt)], and, curiously,  [crashing private debt] and 
[increased savings rates]. The result was to place a 
[hyperinflationary  squeeze] on the [banksters] as [dollar creation 
ballooned out of control], just  as [massive reductions in spending 
globally]4 resulting from the economic stagnation  were 
[augmented] by [deflation] within the [housing/real 
estate/share/paper debt  markets] globally.  
 
Retirement Rape  
 
The [banking system implosion] in 2012 began with the 
[attempted devaluation] of the  [federal reserve note]. The direct 
impacts of this decision fed (haha) all manner of  problems in 
2012 including the [national and regional strikes], the [work slow 
downs],  the [riots (over rape of retirement savings via 
devaluation)], and the first of the  [nationally (continental) 
effective tactics (against the entrenched elites)].  
 
Much of the impetus for the [former middle class] to [participate] 
in the [billion human  march day of protests] is certainly 
attributable to the [sudden poverty] and subsequent  [famine 
waves] that rose from the [devaluation] and [banking system 
implosion].  
 
That the [mainstream media propaganda whore press] was 
[exposed] during the [riots]  as [blathering shithead stooges] is 
credited with [propelling] the [national/continental  movement] to 
its early successes. As the data would have it, and not to betray 
too much  too early, an [incident] of, well, let us call it 
[occupation] will take place in which the  'victim' of the 
[occupation] is a [press whore remote truck (or similar 
facilities)]. These  will be [occupied] in such a manner as to be a 
[planetary sensation (on the teevee and  internet)]. It would seem 
that the ['owners'] are not able to [cut off ] the ability of the  
[occupiers] to [beam out the message].  
 
The [death (of the) american conservative movement] was 
directly attributed to the  [crushing debt burden/dollar implosion] 
and other [economic conditions] as a [lack of  funding] causing 

 
                                                     

4 Also aided by the [global strike (day of no spending)] that lengthened into the 
[occupy our money] movement.  
 

the [death knell] for [conservatism] in the US. However it is my  
conclusion that the [american conservative movement] fell apart 
due to the [planetary  discontinuity] being breached in early 
2012, with the underlying thinking being that all  of universe is 
constantly striving to create greater levels of [complexity]. Thus  
[conservatism] as a [political/life] ethos was doomed from its 
inception as it is precisely  an attempt to 'return to a simpler time'. 
It is my argument that since [conservatism] is  counter trending to 
universe, it was always a 'limited time scale' manifestation. When 
the  [planetary discontinuity wave] hit in 2012 and [complexity] 
began to feed on itself  asymptotically, this 'crossing of the event 
horizon' overwhelmed the [inherent delusion  (about being able to 
take universe backwards) of conservatism], and it 'crashed and  
burned'. However not before participating in the [secrets 
revealed] meta data layer  ascension that swept through the 
[planetary social order] in 2012. The [conservative  'movement'], 
as a [political/religious controlled organization] fell due directly 
to the  [secrets revealed] outbreak that resulted from the [dollar 
deflation/death]. The [inability]  to [continue bribery], and 
[intimidation payouts] at the [top (of the) control structure]  
brought near [instant dissolution] and [internal factional 
infighting]. As a 'working ethos'  the [corruption, intimidation, 
bribery, envy, and fear] method that bound the [top layers]  of the 
[elite power structure] proved to be very weak in generating real 
[loyalty] or  [cooperation].  
 
Within the Populace/USofA entity, the references to the [crossing 
(from) june (into) july]  of 2012 proved to be very prescient 
indeed as it was the [crushing summer (of 2012  northern 
hemisphere)] that actually produced the [nexus] that the 
[illuminati/masons/and  other entrenched elite's secret societies] 
had [so long feared]. Though, of course, not for  the reason that 
they thought. Still, the net effect of the [secrets revealed] meta 
data layer  rising just as the [complexity threshold] was crossed 
producing the [planetary  discontinuity] that disrupted, yet 
fulfilled ALL the [dire prophecies (without meeting a  single 
one)] should not be lightly dismissed. From the point of view of 
the linguist,  aware that [language] is not limited to speech or 
writing, and is a far greater tool for  universe to increase 
complexity exponentially, the timing of the [planetary 
discontinuity]  clearly speaks to the larger discussion of the 
'active participation' debate5.  
 
Breakouts at the event horizon...  
 
The [dissolution] of the [federale's empire] was clear from the 
early months of 2012,  though it took nearly a decade for all of 
the various remnants to be [replaced] or to  [wither ] for lack of 
[purpose]. However, the 'event horizon' of 2012 was 'sprung' 
from  the [break-outs] of [spring and summer revolution] here in 
the [USA]. Though the [rape  of the retirements] and [abrupt 
cessation of entitlements] was cited as a proximate cause,  the 
underlying issues have more to do with vibrations flowing 
through the solar system  and their impact on human psyches.  
 
The [Spring of Outrage (2012)] over the [dollar death 
(devaluation by virtue of  government default)] led directly to the 
[Summer of Chaos]. In that fateful [summer of  2012] the 
[planetary revolution] against [banksters] and [corruption in 
officialdom]  swept not only the [populace/usofa] but also the 

 
5 The 'active participation' debate among the cognoscenti is whether 'universe' is 
'actively' participating in any personal  
movement into an enlightened state.  
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world. However, it must be noted that  the [revolutionary fervor] 
within the [american populace] set new records for zeal. Tens  of 
millions were the new standard sets for [social response to needs 
requests (come  mob?)]. The [street presence surges] and the 
[asymmetric social media murky war]  against the [entrenched 
elites] caused huge levels of [disruptions] in the [USA] that in  
turn raced around the planet, gaining [sophistication] en route, to 
come back again,  magnified by [planetary participation].  
 
Of course, the [economy] shuddered to a halt as the [banks did 
not open], and the  [officialdom] jumped into [spin mode]. The 
[huge shock] that tore through what was left  of the [middle class] 
left millions of the [populace] in a state of [confusion], and 
[dazed  wonderment]. This did not stop [millions] from 
[responding] to [digital theft en mass] or   ['rbg' (rape by 
government)] as it becomes known. Not only were [street 
protests] so  huge as to [alter (how the) elites lived]. The [popular 
uprising] produced the [expected  national strikes], and other 
'usual tactics', but also have produced a new [order of  
magnitude] of [complexities] for the [entrenched elite] as they 
attempted (in 2012/2013]  to [cope with] a [wave (of) global 
awakening].  
 
Unanticipated Alterations  
 
The [monetary system implosion] globally produced all manner 
of more or less expected  problems. These included such things 
as a [death wave] due to [resource system  collapse] within the 
'health care' industry, as well as [food scarcity] that led to 
[rationing]  in a wide variety of forms.  
 
Also as may be expected the [global awakening] spurred on by 
famine, economic  collapse, street riots and the intellectual cross 
pollination that is normal to such  circumstances and celestial 
alignments, created a giant wave of [creativity] in direct  
response to [dire and worsening circumstances]. The creativity 
wave still has yet to crest  as of 2020. Among some of the 
unanticipated alterations has been the emergence of a  [planetary 
consensus ayurveda (for humans)] that leads directly to the [first 
planetary  convention (what a circus that will be!) on human 
ayurveda] late in the decade.  However, the usefulness of an 
ayurvedic life approach was proven globally during the  
[planetary famines (2012 – 2016)].  
 
Alterations Business  
 
The extent of [mind control], and [information suppression] was 
so severe here in the  USA ['entertainment' and teevee business 
especially] that the [enlightenment business] is  a growth industry 
through 2020 with no signs of slowing down for at least a decade 
as  yet more [secrets] come to the surface daily. All of the 
textbooks in the nation had to be  rewritten, and still are subjected 
to new updates on a frequent basis as the [secrets  exposing 
movement] continues to open up long buried information on 
crimes against  humanity. ALL of 'recent' American history had 
to be [reexamined] in the light of the  [terrible lies] of the 
[officialdom] and the [minion classes] for over 200/two hundred  
years, but with a notable increase in boldness of lies since the 
electronic age.  
 
The [re-examination] of [all proffered history] was concurrent 
with, and intricately  linked with the [truth and reconciliation 
movement] within the [liberated populace] of  the [former 
american empire]. As the [human liberation movement] spread, 
those who  were [trapped (by circumstances of birth, or evil 

design)] within the  [illuminati/masonic/mind controlled black 
ops world] were provided with a platform  from which to [come 
clean, and 'get righteous'], or to [provide evidence (against a  
perpetrator)] and [seek validation and justice]. It will be a 
decades long process,  however the [internet] and [indie media] 
has provided a platform for the most important  part (of the 
healing process now that we have a vague understanding of the 
vibrational  nature of matterium), that of being [heard], and the 
[saying of the words of accusation]  is more readily accomplished 
(once the legal system of the masonic/vatican/officialdom  was 
displaced by the more rational, common law courts).  
 
Old Hands  
 
To reach back in time ….the trend for all things 'ancient and old 
american'....started up  in Fall of 2012, though did not reach its 
stride until late in 2019 with the emergence of  the first 
[replicated hand crafts]. This assumes the trend continues into the 
next decade.  The core of the trend has to do with a [desperate 
search] for the [legitimate (bona fide)  “american values”] that 
are [untainted] by [masonic (illuminati) tptb tampering]. This  
trend began in 2012 and progressed (as much as circumstances 
globally would allow) to  reach its first burst of growth in late 
2013 as the [american renaissance (in all things  aquatic)] took 
off from a [resurrection] of the ['paper boats' (of the late 1800's)]. 
This  particular meme is a conjunction of both the [nautical 
american return] and the [resource  restricted environment 
thinking] of this decade.  
 
The new renaissance of [creative thinking] here in the USA is 
part of a [planetary wave]  of [personal exploration] that 
blossoms, in part, due to the [suppression (by the  entrenched 
elites/religions] for centuries.  
 
Shifting Sands  
 
During the [oceanic upheavals] in the [mega flooding] of 2012 - 
2015, the  [populace/usofa] began the series of [diaspora] 
movements that came to characterize  much of this decade (2011-
2020). Those [coastal communities] that were proactive, and  
were populated with [aware thinkers] were able to [stay 
ahead/flee from] many of the  [displacement causing/inducing] 
water level problems of 2012-2018. The several [surge  floods] 
(likely due to expansion events), were particularly devastating to 
large areas of  the [gulf of mexico] and [gulf of california] low 
lying lands that have been lost to  [permanent ocean intrusions].  
 
The [return (to core skills)] expressed as the [competent 
american/sovereign person (of  skills)] movement of late 2012 
emerged in direct response to the [collapse of the global  ports 
system (and subsequently the loss of large scale shipments in 
many areas)] and the  [sudden resource drought]. This, along with 
the rise of the [Cuban agricultural/resource  model], and the 
[diaspora], and (whew) the [lack of contention] in some areas, 
allowed  for new [core skills (for the future) centers] to develop 
(within the old US empire) along  the [new trade routes].  
 
The [impacts] of the [ocean level changes] as well as the [climate 
shifts] produced the  [inland seas] of [central california], but it 
must be acknowledged that the [expansion  event(s) land mass 
cracking] was the actual [triggering event] for the [land rupture] 
and  subsequent [ocean intrusions]. The [populace] of the [region 
] thought that the [rupture]  was [merely] a series of 
[earthquakes] until the [separation] of the [coastal rise] and then  
the [in rush of ocean water] filled up the [inland basins].  
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New Plans  
 
As the solar system driven planetary changes altered life in 
America as we knew it,  groups across the continental and 
cultural divides began discovering more reasons (post  2013) for 
[continental cooperation]. From climate change induced earth 
changes which  in turn caused wide spread diaspora (population 
displacement from usual places and  patterns of habitation), to 
[political system breakdowns] and [national level revolution],  
and [military revolt], the [populace/usofa] was forced, over 2012 
through 2015 to  actually [reinvent] the [future image] of their 
lives, and what potential was available for  their children.  
 
Though much of the [discontinuity shock] was a [delayed 
reaction], the [process] of [self  examination (in relation to a 
universe reshaping itself)] proved presciently valuable  when the 
[major solar system changes] emergence escalated in late 2012. 
As these [earth  changes as fallout from solar system shifts] 
caused the [new american landscape] to  begin to manifest, they 
were a physically present metaphor for the [soul changes] that  
the [nation as a people] were undergoing due to the [secrets 
revealed] meta data layer  ascendency and the discontinuity.  
 
The on going [volcano garden bloom] in the south pacific ocean, 
while providing actual  and potential mineral wealth to fund the 
rebirth of humanity, is also altering oceanic  currents and thus 
weather for all those [down planet] of the event. This includes, 
due to  [planetary solar system relationship alterations with the 
sun], the [north american  continent]. The [weather/climate] 
changes greatly alter [life in these united states] as  growing 
seasons are changing planet wide, but nowhere quite as severe as 
in [north  america]. The combination of oceanic and atmospheric 
influences have conjoined to  create seeming [perpetual 
flooding], and massive levels of [unexpected land erosion].  
These and other factors contribute to a [renaissance] of 
[adaptations], especially in  [agriculture], and all forms of 
[farming]. The data sets include references which are only  
partially meaningful from this vantage, but seem to suggest that 
[indoor algae farming],  as well as [gelatinous mass (sorry, word 
for it not yet invented) culture/cultivation (for  fuel?)] will be 
'growth industries' in the near term, future, recent history.  
 
SpaceGoatFarts  
 
Greatest Show in Space  
 
Space based electrical events were viewed from earth for years 
beginning with the large  'electric whips' in 2012. Scarring on 
earth from this space based lightning is still being  reported in 
2020. A good portion of terrestrial humanity spent a lot of time 
standing  around watching mega sky events during both daylight 
and night. Mostly these were  'harmless', though that appellation 
has yet to settle nicely, given all the concurrent earth  changes 
including the [expansion events] such as the [volcano gardens 
(rising in  oceans)] and [splitting continental shelves], et al.  
 
These and other expansion event manifestations were due to 
magnificent, and continuing  solar system changes that continued 
through 2018 before (seemingly) starting to [quiet  down]. The 
recent, to 2020, apparent slowing of the changes within the solar 
system as a  whole, so far, have not been seen here on earth. It is 
likely that this is also the case on  both venus and mercury. The 
former continues to provide [visual stimulation] for all  manner 

of speculation, while the latter continues to [gyrate] as a planet 
should not. 
 
 Given the recent earth changes manifesting within the the 
oceans, and the sudden [ice  shifts] in both [antarctica] and 
[siberia], it is reasonable to expect a period of a number  of 
decades before any sense of [planetary climate stability] will 
develop. Until then, the  [ocean level changes], and the 
[persistent (permanent) flood created inland seas/lakes]  will be a 
[developing challenge] both here in America and globally. Such 
initiatives as  the [planetary shared energy grid] along the 
Buckminster Fuller 'global coastal  electrification plan' are great, 
but where to site the coast line in the 50/fifty years it is  expected 
to take to construct?  
 
Mid Atmosphere Humanity  
 
'Flying, inhabited sails' 'anchored' to the 'waters' by 'dragging 
weighted, hooked, foils'  with 'sensor arrays' trailing 'behind' 
seeking 'pollutants', and 'radioactivity', and 'life signs  (bio-
assay)'. Two and three person crews, on calorie restricted diets 
and 'harvesting'  energy and air and water from the high 
atmosphere with a very small foot print on the  water. Fantastic 
speeds, but still aloft for weeks at a time. In the late 
'tweens'....around  2017 or later. Used to gather data for the 
[planetary repairs working group]. May persist  way beyond 2020 
as there are growth patterns in the set indicating a near permanent  
[human presence] in [mid atmospheric (air) oceans].  
 
Much of these sets are either cross linked or in the supporting 
chain (or derived chain) of  the [water tribes nations]. There are 
some cross links showing support from the  [displaced (by 
weather/climate/social upheaval) persons planetary soc], but in 
the main,  this area derives its growth and support from the 
[water tribes nations]. The idea coming  from the data set is that 
the [larger (longer) interests] of the [pan global water tribes  
peoples] will provide a strange (in per 2012 world view) 
[dedication TO personal self  sacrifice] for [oceanic life at large].  
The data shows that from the [self-defining, self-sacrificing, 
oceanic peoples] were the  [source group] for a [new ethos] that 
produced such individuals as were able to be [mid  atmosphere 
humanity]. Of course the continued technologies development 
curve also  facilitates a rich life while 'owning' almost nothing. 
The [famine years] were responsible  for developing the 
knowledge and discipline to live, not merely survive, on calorie  
restricted diets. As an aside it was the continuing and nearly 
insatiable demand for  members of the panax ginseng family of 
plants as a result of the famine that led to the  major rebuilding of 
the [north american wild crafting (forested ginseng culture)] that 
is  showing every sign (in 2020) of becoming the dominant 
planetary provider of all  manner of tonic plants. Of course the 
shifting of the planet also plays a huge part in that  it altered 
global plant habitation.  
 
Guided Death  
 
'Guided' death transits by 'electronic vibration monitoring' 
equipment. An outgrowth of  the 'life extension movement', the 
[guided death transits] will be used in the assumption  that 
[karma control/cleansing] can be mechanistically controlled from 
within this  material universe. The repercussions of this trend will 
not be able to be imagined until  the events transpire. Related to 
the whole [crypto/proto human vibrational parasite]  problem of 
earlier in the decade (2011 – 2020).  
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Phytoambulare  
 
Plants of new species or old species rediscovered? Hard to say, 
but a new wealth of  [plant species] will be showing up over this 
decade. Some of these plants will be shown  to produce 
[chemicals (on demand)] from deep soil roots when certain genes 
are  activated. So, need iron? Germinate some 'iron-harvest weed' 
seed over your known iron  rich deposits, and watch the plants 
pump the stuff up to the surface.  
 
Other [plant migrations] will be as a result of the [new climate 
(solar orientation)] that  had significantly altered the [heat 
distribution patterns] around the globe. The new [plant  habitats 
change] was, of course, far more impacting on humanity than any 
of its own  disapora's or migrations.  
 
Of course the plant habitat change was not without [horrific 
costs], such as the  'conversion' of the Pacific NW's Puget Sound 
region into a [Mediterranean] like  environment over the course 
of several years of [ raging forest fires] following the [years  of 
flooding] and the [great ocean level change].   Bare Bones  
 
The longer term data sets show a huge increase in the importance 
of [antarctica] to the  whole of terrestrial humanity. While we 
have long had a disproportionately large amount  of data forecast 
for [antarctica] without any real explanation given the small 
number of  humans who are directly involved with life there, this 
has now become clear in this  examination of the longer term sets 
in isolation. Given the Ure Postulate that the 'longer  we see it in 
the data, the larger the impact on humans', we can now note that 
[antarctica]  as a subject will grow to become something of a 
[planetary humanity obsession] over  this decade. This 
[obsession] with all things [antarctic] will include not only the  
incredible [space based discoveries] of this decade, but also all of 
the [hidden  archeology] and [secret history] of [antarctica].  
 
While the [planetary obsession with antarctica] may have begun 
with [indie media  fascination] with the [impact of water level 
changes], and the [UFO focused woo-woo  world] being [primed] 
by the [secrets revealed wave] of 2012/2013, it was the actual  
[exposure] of the [bare bones] of the [under ice civilization] due 
to [planetary shift (in  relationship to the sun)] that caused the 
[largest shout ever heard].  
 
Prodigal Parents? Or 4th Word?  
 
The [secrets revealed wave] release of the [hidden 
civilization/military UFO complex  documents] in 2012/2013, 
including the [vatican secret ufo records] component  naturally 
led to the development of the [planetary working group on the 
Return]. Noting  the [fear levels] within the [military minds] as 
well as the [entrenched elite minions (at  least those in the 
know)], about the [Return], it became evident by late 2013 that 
the  ['reptilian' mind] were the actual problem as their [fear 
levels] were such that they (the  military trained to think this way, 
and their minion overlords), were exercising ALL  parts of the 
[reptilian mind] over this [soon to occur encounter]. {ed note: 
fight, flight,  and frozen in fear}.  
 
Once the [planetary populace] was made aware of what the 
[former entrenched elite and  their minions] called [THE Return], 
the process of reason and thinking prevailed. The  idea of 
[fighting it out] with beings capable of actual [interstellar 
(physical) travel] was  [rapidly dismissed].  
 

As the [information] about the [incoming craft/objects] was 
disseminated globally, it  came to the attention of the [nummo 
(remembrance group)] and they rightly brought  forward the 
information that will have been used in formulating the [response 
(to the)  Return].  
 
New Worlds Visions SOCs  
 
Distantly related to other [vibrational instrumentation anomalies], 
the [discovery] in  2012 of the [tools] to bring the [vibrational 
nature of matterium] into [visibility] began  something of a 
[frenzy] of activity that has yet to show (in 2020) any signs of 
slowing  down.  
 
Along with the validation for the [early researchers (in 
vibrational nature of reality)],  and the [vibrational cure for 
'disease'], the [new instrumentation] also was a [primary  cause] 
in the [eventual 'outing'] of the [hidden civilization 1.1]...that, and 
the earth  changes that threatened to crush their [hidden 
lairs/laboratories]. The [vibrational  visibility tools] allowed 
anyone with access to be able to [visually perceive] the  
[presence] of [other life] at [vibrational levels] not normally 
viewed by humans. And of  course, some of these [new 
vibrational life] encounters blabbed about the deals with  
[officialdom], including providing [proof], and [substance].  
 
Once it was understood that the [night vision goggles], and 
[digital cameras], and other,  technologies were able to be 
[tweaked] into sensing [ODVW (other, discrete vibrational  
worlds)], then life-as-we-knew-it changed instantly. And the 
intellectual 'gold' rush was  on as [new technologies] were 
developed so fast as to [surpass (the black ops) 70 year  research 
program] in less than a year of [combinatorial creative 
development] on the  internet.  
 
Of course, as it went viral at the time, the [video] from eastern 
europe showing the  [capture] and [removal] of the [parasitic 
creature of a different vibrational frequency]  from that poor 
woman's body instantly brought a revolutionary fervor to what 
we used  to call 'health care' or [the medicine industry].  
 
Drowning in success  
 
As the 2012 [underseas volcano 'garden'] bloomed into the new 
[south pacific land mass  (still mostly sub marine though still 
rising in 2020)], with many hints that [rising lands]  were about 
to alter [maps] forever, it occurred to a few curious humans to 
wonder about  'just what is spewing outta all them volcanoes?', 
and the rest, as they say, is future recent  history as the 
[polynesian island nations] found themselves becoming the [most 
mineral  rich environment] on the planet. Of course, most of the 
[pan pacific mineral deposition]  was underwater, and the rising 
of the land masses under the ocean had the expected  result of 
raising sea levels....both near and far. It was the 'near' part of that 
which  occupied the attention of the [polynesian island nations] 
as much of their land masses  were threatened. Some of the 
cultures were also threatened by the [mineral boom] and  its 
expected draw on humans from around the planet.  
 
Crafty Mayans  
 
There are many long term sets that have (since 1997) pointed 
toward a [threshold] level  of [sun disease] occurring in 2012 
such that the [planetary populace] is [forced to  awaken] to the 
[new (solar system) reality].  
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The longer term data sets (most recently collected in 2011) 
continue to confirm the idea  of [massive (from human 
perspective) changes] within the [solar system]. These changes  
are to include a [revolution] of the [sun]. This set is within the 
[sun disease] set of data  that has been building continually since 
1997. The [sun disease] set has a major  descriptor set under the 
label of [revolution (turning)] that includes new growth through  
this last data gathering run.  
 
The [revolution] of the [sun] data set includes sub sets for [spots 
(transforming)] into  [stripes]. Further support of this idea 
includes sets for [old (view/perspective)] will be  [reformed] as 
the [sun rotates/revolves] and [spots (become) stripes].  
 
This process of [striping of the sun] is further described as having 
[profound] levels of  [impacts] on [humans] both as a [species] 
and as [individuals/groups]. These [impacts]  are described in sets 
that include [oceans], and [atmosphere], as well as [human  
activity]. This last is further internally cross linked back to the 
[oceans], and  [atmosphere] sets, as well as to the main set of 
[sun disease]. Within the sets of [impacts]  on the [human 
species] there are repeated references to [revolution] within the  
[agricultural activities] here on terra over these next [decades] 
with the [first] and  [small] signs of [success] beginning to show 
by late 2018. The new [solar energy  patterns] will also impact all 
forms of [food gathering] on the planet including [fishing]  and 
other [non cultivated food sources].  
 
There are large levels of support for this set coming from the 
[yellow sun] set. Now,  noting that the past 20+ years have seen 
the change from a yellow sun to the white sun  of today, the 
references to, as well as the new growth in the set of the, [yellow 
sun] is  puzzling. Of course it could be wrong, or could be 
alluding to future discussions about  the [loss] of the [yellow 
sun], but at this time the supporting sets are too ambiguous to  
provide further clarity.  
 
FuturePop – Civilization 1:1 Disclosure  
 
There are a number of indications in the data sets that the [future 
population (of)  civilization 1:1] will find themselves pressured 
by [underground] and [social] shifts  across 2012 and 2013. The 
pressure points on the [civilization 1:1] that exists as the  
[shadow world *(of) reverse engineering and new development in  
hyperspatial/dimensional/vibrational weapons/technology] are 
[funding] and [exposure].  The data sets show that both are 
squeezed by the [degradation] of the [global currency  systems], 
and the [discontinuity]. As [funding] was [exposed] due to 
[corruption]  investigations that arose from [the retirement rape 
(globally)], the amount of [flow of  money] through the 
[civilization 1:1 financial system] was cut to a mere dribble, and  
almost immediately, the [leaks] of [information] began.  
 
It was through a thousand cuts in the veil that 'disclosure' 
occurred, not by way of edict  nor pomp and ceremony.  
 
Each of the recently laid off, secret clearance, subcontractor 
became yet another  potential source, many of which shifted from 
potential to actual as the planetary  currency crisis worsened 
amidst the alterations of the planet itself. This background of  
uncertainty made many whistle blower take the plunge in the 
crises of the moment.  
 

Of course the [hyper-dimensional/vibrational viewing 
technologies] also contributed a  great deal to the [disclosure 
issue]. It was a new universe of vibrational energies and life  not 
as we knew it, and there was no going back.  
 
As the hyper-dimensional technologies spread through the 
civilian population (and were  magnified and tweaked), the 
[disclosure] of [hyper-dimensional reality] became a  matter of 
one's first encounter with a [neighbor, or relative] with a [viewing 
device]. As  this spread faster than Moore's law anticipates, a new 
planetary consensus reality was  forming within the first few 
months of 2014.  
 
It was a new universe, and there was no going back. As the 
planet, and circumstances  conspired to squeeze the [hidden 
civilization 1:1] out of the cracks of the earth, the  [planetary 
populace] was already [evolving] beyond the framework of the 
old, shadow  world thinking.  
 
In spite of all of their 'toys', the shadow world was defeated (and 
absorbed over time) on  first contact with a [superior 
civilization]....their progenitors, unbound, and actively  
exploring.  
 
Conclusion: The Purpose of Humans -the 21st century warrior  
code  
 
It is clear from writing the book on the Matterium (yes, soon, 
soon) that all of universe  within matterium is moving towards 
greater and greater increases in complexity. This  can be easily 
demonstrated as a natural outgrowth of the 'constant 
creation/destruction'  model of reality within matterium....you 
know, the 22 trillion times a second pulse and  pause from the 
center of matterium.  
 
As complexity is continuously demonstrated by universe as one 
of its primary operating  principles, with humans being at the top 
of the terrestrial pyramid (so far as we know) in  being 
'complexity generators' for universe (generators = 
genset(colloquial) = 'gene'  set?...deeper universe involvement 
within expression of homonyms/phononyms?), it  becomes pretty 
much self evident that an easy way to harmonize with universe is 
to  advance and preserve complexity. This is rapidly evolving as 
my understanding of 'the  purpose of humans'.  
 
When applied as a top level guidance to even the most ridiculous 
questions, decisions  easily fall into place. To whit: should beings 
be allowed to marry who they wish  consensually? Sure, it 
promotes complexity that is positively affecting the planetary  
social order as it must, at least at one level, reduce suffering6, and 
fulfill ambitions , thus  providing for yet more complexity by 
getting that out of the way.  
 
To continue with the 'complexity as purpose' for humans applied 
to decision points in  our daily lives: should we allow expressions 
of pedophilia? Nope, that area of the sexual  behavior range 

 
6  Suffering shuts down humans, and spirals them inward, thus blocking their 
expression, therefore is anti-complexity. Yes, everything that humans experience 
at some level increases complexity, however such as suffering, torture, rape, 
pillage, war, et cetera are all types of complexity that is described as 'self tailing' 
or 'inwardly spiraling' and thus are 'dead ends' as the complexity that arises from 
such does not propagate outward into humanity in a way that promotes other, 
greater expressions of complexity.  
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promotes suffering which is anti-complexity. So, nope, we don't 
support  species retardation behavior.  
 
War? Well, sure you can certainly argue that war promotes 
complexity, it has for about  1000/one thousand years driven our 
technology to where we are today. However it also  kills humans 
and other life, and as such each human lost reduces our total 
potential for  increasing complexity, so war is a net loss for the 
species, and is abandoned in the 21st  century warrior ethos7 . 
This ethos views every human, at levels that beyond our  
perception/ comprehension, as a potential for the expression of 
complexity, and as such,  must be protected. No matter how 
much of a doofus their actions of the moment may  make them 
appear. Nope, this ethos does not in any way prohibit a strong 
discussion  about personal behavior, and the rights of the rest of 
universe, so it promotes not only  complexity, but personal 
politeness as reaching ambition frequently encounters the  
complexity of effective resistance (can also be read, the effective 
resistance of  complexity).  
 
As the infinite collision of energy waves that is universe 
continues to collide into  infinitely more complex patterns 
endlessly, we note that the enlightenment experience,  at least the 
classic all-pervading, all-encompassing white light of infinite 
connection to  all life can easily be interpreted as a mind running 
into the shocking wall of realization  that all that exists in 
universe, including ourselves share a single thing/point in 
common  from the day of our entrance into matterium until the 
day of our withdrawal, that is, the  only true constant in universe, 
the Ever Present Now.  
 
The Ever Present Now, or EPN, in the parlance of our times, is 
grasped by the new  warrior code as the connection directly to 
universe that validates existence. The Mayan  'life code' (without 
regard to their understanding of it) of “All is One. Life has 
Purpose.  Universe is Love.” is quite accurate as we will all 
discover living through the rest of this  decade. As Lao Tsu 
noted, 'without love, no courage, only brutality'.  
 
It will take courage, and not brutality, to get through this next 
decade. So grab those you  love, hold on fiercely, and repeat the 
motto of the 21st century warrior's code....i shall not  allow [this] 
to defeat me. Onward into complexity.  
 
Oh, if there is a bit of pie about...can't hurt.  
 
Courage mon ami, courage.  
 

 
7 yes, seemingly paradoxical that a warrior code eschews war, but that is 
asymmetry for you....left out of right field. 
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